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Rayleigh Scattering Studies of NH4C1 at High Pressures*
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The Integrated Raylelgh Intensity of :MItCI in the region of the order-disorder transi-
don line has been studied w• a function of pressure and terniverature Increased scatter-
Ing Is observed nea.r the tricritical point recenily detected by Garland. Although the pres-
emca of dozaitn scattering makes 'uambiguous Interpretation of t.h data dfflcult, these
datu ae consistent with the Landau-Ginzburg theory ol. critical opalescence.

Ammonium chloride ondergows an order-dis- tures the transition occurs at pressures greater
order phase transition involving a. orientatlional than - 1500 bars.) Thus, their experiment tndi-
ordering of MHI. tetrahedra within a cubic lattice, cates the existence of a tricritical point, where
arid much experimental work has been done on the line of first-order transitions (in the p-T
this system in an effort to elucidate the detailed plane) changes into a line of second-order transi-
nature of the transition. Recent experiments•' tions.
have indicated that certain characteristics of the The possible existence of tricritical points (or
transition are different at high pressures than Curie critical points) is include( .n Landau's
they are at atmospheric pressure. For example, phenomenological theory of phase transitions.-
Weiner and Garland2 have measured changes in Ginzblirg' has used this theory to predict the pos-
the length, i, of single crystals of NHCI an a stble existence of critical opalescence associated
function of pressure along a number of isotherms with Curie critical points, but this effects has
and found that I exhibits a discontinuous jump at nerer been definitely observed in any crystal. In
the transition line for temperatures below about order to test the Laixiau-Ginzburg theory, we
2561C, but is a continuous function of pressure have studied the Rayleigh scattering intensity of
for bhger temperatures. (For these tempera- NH4CI as a function of pressure for temperatures
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between 252 and 264 K. it is assumed that the signal from the interfer-
The sample used in this experiment was a sin- oreter was proportional to the integrated Ray-

gle crystal. approximately 5 * 7 mi in size. leigh intens:ty. The intensity of the b)eam trains-
which was grown by slow evaporation from an mitted through the crystal was recorded along
aqueous solution containing about 2&1 by weight with the Rayleigh intensity. This was necessary
of urea as a habit modifier. The crystal ,vi, because the incident beam is so strongly attenu-
carefully polished with Linde A and methano. on ated near the transition (as much as 701v for the
Pellon paper and mounted in a Ntack Bakelite lowest temperature used), that the measured
holder winci serve-! both to mask stray light scattered intensity must be corrected in order to-I
from the sample and to hold the sample in the reflect the actual cross section.

high-pressure, three-Window optical cell. The The total Ravleigh intensity was measured as
cell itself was, mounted fi.side a thermafly in- a funct'on of pressure along seventeen di;fferent

sulated brass can, which was cooled by a Forma isotherms, six of which are indicated by the ver-

constant temperature bath (0.01'K) and circulator. tical lines crossing the transition line on the

Three windows through the can and insulation al- phase diagram of Fig. 1. The pressures used

lowed a 90' light-scattering geometry to be uti- typically ranged from 5000 psi above thr transi-
hzed. A thermocouple and potentiometer were tion to 5000 psi below. The most sericus experi-

made to me--ure the temperature at the outside mental lifficulty encountered was large day-to-
of the pres. re cell to precision of :t 0.05'K and day variations in the scattered intensity, due
an accbracy of ±0.2'K. Pressure was generated mainly to the beam and crystal shifting relative

with a hand pump an I was measured to a preci- to each other. Fortunately. the shape of the

sion of * 10 psi and an accuracy of 1Y with a Har- curve of intensity versus pressure fo.r a gven
wood Manganin ,auge and a homemade Carey- temperature was reproducible from day to day;

Foster bridge ,,t. Octoil S was used for the thus the appropriate correction factor was found
pressurizing fluid, to be multiplicative. The data were mvltiplica-

Light from a Spectra Physics 125 HeNe laser tively normalized to have unit intensity at a pres-
(6328 A. 30 mW) was focus Ad into the sample, sure 5000 psi below the transition line, which is

and the light scattered at 90 was collected. fil- well into the disordered phase, where normal
tered to eliminate Raman lines, and passed behavior is expected. Separate measurements

through a Fabry-Perot interferometer which was have indicated that this quantity, li(p,iT- 5000),
tuned to tha, Rayleigh line. The wave vectors of may actually decreasE slightly with increasing

the incident and scattered light were directed temoerature.

along cubic axes of the crystal. As no width was After the scans of intensity versus pressure

ever observed to the Payleigh line (see below), were completed, an atempt was made to mena-
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FIG 2. R~ayleigh intensit. (corrected fut aitenitation) versus pressure for the six isetherms indicated in Fig. 1.
Insert: peak intensity versus tempcra.ure for each of seventeen isotherms.

sure the width of the Rayleigh line. For this ex- peak may be associated with the proposed tri-
periment a longer spacer was used in the Fabry- critical point. The large increase in the scatter-
Perot (1.3 vs 0.3 cm) which, with a finesse of 20. ing at the lowest temperatures is r obably due
gave a resolution of 0.02 cm-" (600 MHz). No to domain sca lering. At these temperatures the
changes in the width of the Rayieigh line were transition becomes noticeably discontinuous, and
observable as a lunction of pressure and temper- the domain walls should therefore be highly
ature, indicating that the scattering either has a strained, leading to an increase in elastic scat-
very narrow spectrum or is completely elastic. tering.

The intensity versus pressure data were norma- Unfortunately, the mechanism of the Rayleigh
lized and corrected for incident beam attenuation scatter.ng was not determined by this experi-
as discussed above. The resulting intens-ty-ver- ment. There are three immediately obvious pos-
sus-pressure curves for the six isotherms in- sible mechanisms, any combination ot which
dicated on Fig. I are shown in Fig. 2. At the might contribute to the scattering: (1) The scat-
highest temperature (258.7K) the scattering is tering could be from the fluctuating order param-
relatively weak, bitt as the transition line is eter ,j. Because of the high symns'cry, the cou-
crossed at suci,ý-asively lower temperatures the pling to the die!ectric tensor would be quadratic.
peak scatterý-g becomes progressively stronger .-%c s(rI2), and the L-andau-Ginzburg (LG) theory
down to a tem;erature of about 255'K. Below would be applicable. (2) Since longitudinal strains
this temperato,'e the scattering becomes weak-Fr. are coupled to ,i. there could be scattering fron,
For tempera•,ures below 254'K the scattering critical -train fluctuations.5 (3) The sca.tering
again becomes progressively stronger with de- could be from domains, and critical effects could
creasing temperature. This behavior is shown be observed indirectly through their effect on
in the insert of Fig. 1, where the maximum in- the domain structure.
tensities obtained on all seventeen isotherms With the explicit understanding that thesz, un-
studied are plotted as a function of temperature. ce.,tainties (plus the somewhat uncertain normal-

The peak in the plot of maximum in.ensity izaticn and attenuation correction procedures.)
versus temperature occurs at around 255F., tn.ke any quantitative interpretation of the data
which is within a degree of the 'emperature where highly tentative, we wish to present evidence
Garland found the transition to change from first that out data are consistent wi.h the LG theory of
order to secmd order, and ne believe that this critical opalescence.
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FIG. 3. Linear fits to I- vs p- poT). Inscrt" ipproxiniatel) logarithmic divergetuu of b for T7 255'K.

LG 4 expand the free energy of the crystat as four different temperatures, along with linear

A(ihp, 7.T)=. 0A + w bi'j + -- n where A, is con- least-squares fits (solid lines). All data are

stant and a, h, and c are functions of pressure from the ordered phase. Except for the highest

and temperature. The coefficient a is posiive temperatures, where the curves turn up near the
in the disordered phase and negative (except near trajtsition, the data are reasonably well repre-

a first-order transition) in the ordered phase. sented by straight lines, as predicted, with b
The p-T dependence of b is unknovm, and c is smallest ior temperatures near 255'7. The
usually taken to be a positive constant. If it is actual divergence of h" along the transi.icn line

assumed that Yj couples quadratikally to the di- in the second-order region is found to be weak.

electric tensor, then critical opalescence is ex- The data are reasonably well represented by
pected in the ordered phase with intensity given either b" = (T- 255.1)' with )= 0.2, or by h"
by4  crln(T-255.1), for T in 'K. The insert to Fig. 3

I :(h:- 2ac)"' 2 shows the approximately linear behavior of b"
I -2-vs IniT- 255.1).

If h is positive at the transition, then the transi- Our measurements of the pressure-temperature

Mon (which is continuous) occurs at a= 0, and dependence of the total Rayleigh intensity sup-
the maximum intensity is b"'. If h is negative at port the conclusion that the nature of the Nn.!1C1

the tiansition, then the iransition (which is dis- phase transitior changes at a temperature of

continuous) eccurs at a= 3h2 'St, and the maxi- about 255K and a pressure of about 20000 psi.
mum intensity is 21hl"'. At the Curie critical Altheugh we have not dietermined how much of
point, b is zero and the intensity diverges (criti- the scattering is due to fluctuation of the order
ral opalescence). parameter, the data are consistent with the LG

To describe experiments done along isotherms, theory of critical opalescence. Further experi-
we can write a as" a = -a 0 ip -po(T)j, where po(7) mental work is needed to determine the mecha-

is the transition pr 'ssure at temperature T (see nism of the scattering, preferably spectroscopy
Fig. 1). and a, is positive. If we make the crude of high-enough resolution to separate the spec-
assumption that h Is nearly constant along iso- trum of any critical scattering from domain

therms. then we expect the data plotted as I--' scattering. High -magrificatton phntfgraphy to

vs p -p,(T) to fall on straight lines having inter- study domain effects, and stuates of the argular
cepts of h'. In Fig. 3 such plots are shown for de;,andence of the scattering would also he useful.
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